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Windows Server 2003 Network AdministrationO'Reilly, 2005
This book is the Windows Server version of the classic TCP/IP Network Administration. Like the book that inspired it, Windows Server 2003 Network Administration provides an overview of the essential TCP/IP protocols, and explains how to properly manage and...
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Hidden Treasures in Contemporary RNA Sequencing (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2019

	
		Advances in RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) technologies have provided an unprecedented opportunity to explore the gene expression landscape across individuals, tissues, and environments by efficiently profiling the RNA sequences present in the samples. When a reference genome sequence or a transcriptome of the sample is available,...
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Advances in Multiresolution for Geometric Modelling (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2004
Multiresolution methods in geometric modelling are concerned with the generation, representation, and manipulation of geometric objects at several levels of detail. Applications include fast visualization and rendering as well as coding, compression, and digital transmission of 3D geometric objects.

This book marks the culmination of the...
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SOA Design Patterns (The Prentice Hall Service-Oriented Computing Series from Thomas Erl)Prentice Hall, 2009
“The concept of service oriented architecture has long promised visions of agile organizations being able to swap out interfaces and applications as business needs change. SOA also promises incredible developer and IT productivity, with the idea that key services would be candidates for cross-enterprise sharing or reuse. But many...
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The Self-Taught Programmer: The Definitive Guide to Programming ProfessionallyIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	I am a self-taught programmer. After a year of self-study, I learned to program well enough to land a job as a software engineer II at eBay. Once I got there, I realized I was severely under-prepared. I was overwhelmed by the amount of things I needed to know but hadn't learned yet. My journey learning to program, and my experience at my...
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Lectures on Quantum MechanicsSpringer, 2007
This book is the “verbatim” transcription of the introductory lectures on quantum mechanics that I delivered for more than 25 years at the ´Ecole Polytechnique. It is not a textbook. I was dragged into writing it by friends, among whom are many former students of mine. For sure, this text is obviously less complete than a...
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RESTful Web API Design with Node.JS - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Create a fully featured RESTful API solution from scratch.
	
		Learn how to leverage Node.JS, Express, MongoDB and NoSQL datastores to give an extra edge to your REST API design.
	
		Use this practical guide to integrate MongoDB in your Node.js application.



	Book...
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Programming JavaScript Applications: Robust Web Architecture with Node, HTML5, and Modern JS LibrariesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Take advantage of JavaScript’s power to build robust web-scale or enterprise applications that are easy to extend and maintain. By applying the design patterns outlined in this practical book, experienced JavaScript developers will learn how to write flexible and resilient code that’s easier—yes, easier—to...
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Lightweight DjangoO'Reilly, 2014

	
		How can you take advantage of the Django framework to integrate complex client-side interactions and real-time features into your web applications? Through a series of rapid application development projects, this hands-on book shows experienced Django developers how to include REST APIs, WebSockets, and client-side MVC frameworks...
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Fundamentals of Deep Learning: Designing Next-Generation Machine Intelligence AlgorithmsO'Reilly, 2017

	
		With the reinvigoration of neural networks in the 2000s, deep learning has become an extremely active area of research, one that’s paving the way for modern machine learning. In this practical book, author Nikhil Buduma provides examples and clear explanations to guide you through major concepts of this complicated field.
...
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Mastering Flask Web Development: Build enterprise-grade, scalable Python web applications, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to build modern, secure, highly available web MVC applications and API's using Python`s Flask framework.

	
		Key Features

		
			Create production-ready MVC and REST API with the dynamic features of Flask
	
			Utilize the various extensions like Flask-JWT and Flask-SQLAlchemy to...
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Essential SQLAlchemyO'Reilly, 2008

	If you’re an application programmer you’ve probably run into a relational database at
	some point in your professional career. Whether you’re writing enterprise client-server
	applications or building the next Web 2.0 killer application, you need someplace to
	put the persistent data for your application, and relational...
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